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1 - Selim Idris SAR Chief of Staff, discusses the

latest state of the Syrian domestic war "military
aid from Western countries to come to the Syrian
revolution completely lost hope" "Diet, Russia
and Iran, every 10 days, 400 tons of ammunition
is" the "Russian cargo Ships in Beirut
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Iran, every 10 days, 400 tons of ammunition is"

the "Russian cargo Hezbollah fighters in Beirut by

sea to the port of Tartus boats brings stopping ""

Absolutely the compass needle is not in favor of

the regime. stand back there fall upon the ""

Rasulayn checkpoint seizure (PYD) will not remain silent in the face "(John Smith / Ankara)

(with photo / video) 2 - Dev completed for the project was the decision of the Supreme

Planning Council, Turkey's largest, the world's 10th on top of the construction work will be

Çandarlı largest port in the harbor was the decision of the Supreme Planning Council of

Transport, Maritime Affairs and Communications Ministry, the Port of superstructure works

Çandarlı Body Works is getting ready to tender under the BOT model Çandarlı port to dock

two thousand meters. Thus, the port, the port is 300 meters tall, six ships berthing at the

same time in 2015, the first ship is scheduled to dock (Tamer Toğanaş / Ankara) 3 - Egypt's

military coup in Syria, as well as assistance declines placement in camps in Turkey by

receiving the Syrians, "the State have already started "to reduce the perception of aid to

Syria has caused citizens to unite-IHH, Cansuyu, Anybody like Lighthouse and non-

governmental organizations invited to the citizens of susceptibility to the humanitarian crisis in

Syria, re-cut the chaos and stress, so the mothers milk is one of the most needed items for

the baby food (Cuneyt Fire / Ankara) 4 - difficult to return to port under 1500 dollars into

gold prices trend up again after reaching the highest level in the past month, indicating that

investment is too early to say that a safe return to port economists, that it is difficult to be

viewed under the $ 1,500 level, recording-Campbell R. Professor of International Economics at

Duke University Harvey: - "Gold prices continue to protect the fragility of" Director of the

London based research Adrian Ash: - "Gold market began to rise again in the summer. This

upward trend in the year 2013 can be considered low given an intermediate trend" (Gökhan

Rescue / Istanbul) 5 to 7.7 million people, state-social security contributions according to the

GSS, 2012 from 11 million 396 thousand people between January and June 2013, the income

test built-test results, according to the GSS premium 7 million 795 thousand people, were met

by the state gross minimum income GSS wage premium paid one-third of the minimum wage
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of 336 thousand 237 people, 39 pounds, 14 cents paid-income, the gross minimum wage and

the minimum wage twice the number of people paying premiums GSS of 3 million 143 thousand

957 people, 117 pounds, while paying 43 cents, GSS gross premium income of more than

twice the minimum wage is paid 66 thousand 141 people paid 234 dollars 36 cents (Ilkay

Güder / Ankara) 6 - 124 years of Britain's oldest mosque, a symbol of peace, was built by

Shah Jahan in the German-Jewish language scientist 1339'da Mosque, the mosque taking

thousands of Muslims serving Financing structure called the princess had never seen an Indian

Muslim mosque the imam of the mosque during Ramadan Friday prayers, filling nearly 1,300

people Hashmi: "VVoking'deki both Muslims and non-Muslims in the mosque loves" "Religious

education, as well as children, badminton, cricket and football play "(Original December /

London) (Photo / Video) 7 -" flexes deficit with the current rise in oil prices "-Victory Ergezen

Futures and Commodity Markets Expert" every 10 percent increase in oil prices, Turkey from $

3 billion to go abroad is causing income "-" A Turkey that can reduce energy dependence,

can provide a lot more of national income and create a healthy economic structure "-"

şahlanış U.S. shale gas production in the country's oil stocks inflated "(Musab Turan /

Istanbul) 3 - MR patients, the results will be the right system, the state will not damage the

Telemedicine Project, Ministry of Health, which is the first step in the desired e-radiology

patients with MR, CT, ECG, scintigraphy, Direct XRay.USG, microscopy, mammography, CT, CR

and angiographic results evaluated electronically-Health Information Systems General Manager

Right Öztürk: - "E-radiology case assessment can be done electronically with repeated

examinations will be blocked, hospitals, film costs will decrease, radiological images and reports

of the treatment of these images is authorized clinicians at all levels of the sharing can be

achieved "-" e-radiology reporting service project not only clinical but also has the

characteristics of a data base. starting any treatment at a hospital in our province than any

hospital in our province continue to be prompted radiologic examinations the patient's own

record again, and this examination yapılmamasıiçin report will be submitted to easily access

health care services are to be provided an important "(Jade Hard Karaaslan / Ankara) 9 - Red

Crescent Asta hot because the air temperature reaches 45 degrees the night shift-in

Diyarbakir branch of the Red Crescent Society of Ramadan-hence the need for the owners of

the building are preparing meals at night courtyard at 23.00 3:00 feverishly preparing meals

started in food service is ready to retire for an hour every day, six thousand people-in order

not to offend the distributed-Crescent Diyarbakır Branch Chairman Hikmet Hamzaoğulları morning

light "meals at this temperature during the day in Ramadan and brace sağlayamazdık maybe

it's success "(Sema Kaplan / Diyarbakir) (Photo / Video) 10 - Virtual gambling has no chance

of National Lottery in the last 5 years, the Turkish broadcasting gambling and betting site has

detected 466 games in a virtual environment used 153'ünün access to these sites denied

(Bülent Karaaslan / Ankara) 11 - 3.5 million pounds in Bursa, an important bird migration bird

of paradise for sale on one of the ways the edge of Lake IJluabat founded 39 years ago,

contained 50 species of birds from a large number of domestic and international visitors to

the type of host for sale to be found and removed by the owner of personnel to work

"Uluabat Bird Sanctuary" what is valued 3.5 million pounds-owner Mustafa Bilgiç bird paradise

"are those who want to come but it's this big job, money, or indeed. 'If you ask me I do

not want to sell. I went here for a lifetime, I gave 39 years to "(Ryan Nur Ozcan / Bursa)

(Photo / Video) 12 - Strokes effort to be taken to an altitude of two thousand and six

million pounds of goods in Erzurum, the construction of the swimming pool is slated to be the

first and will be the only high-altitude Olympic-size swimming pool. Provincial Director of Youth

Services and Sports Fatih Çintimar: - "A thousand made at an altitude of 950 Olympic-size

swimming pool, a 10-lane, 25 meters wide, 50 meters long, will be" (Bu Star-Orner Hakan

polite / Erzurum) (Photo / Video) 13 - Europe In football, football clubs in Europe listened to

the crisis, starting on July 1 transfer season 2013-2014, the most expensive 50 euros for a

player so far, 943 million, 325 thousand, while spending two seasons ago was the amount

paid for the first 50, the last season now almost caught up to the 2013-2014 season, the

most expensive transfer fee of 10, Falcao was 422 million 400 thousand euros, 130 million

euros for the review which Moutinho Monaco Rodriguez and the transfer of the prodigal team

(Hüseyin Burak Demirer / Ankara)
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